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Consultancy Services
Security Audits & Inspections
Security audits for Commercial
Premises, Airports, Ports and
Shipping Vessels.
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight Security
Study, Development and
Implementation of RAR in accordance
to ICAO Annex 17.
Hold Baggage Screening System
Study, Development and
Recommendations for HBS systems in
Airports and Ports.

Corporate Security
Training
Bomb Threat Management
Understanding & Managing Security
Threats
Security Management
Security Awareness for Employees
First Line Crisis Mitigation
Crime Prevention Techniques
Campus , Hospital and Hotel Security
Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
Basic Investigations Course

San Francisco airport runway open again
The runway at San Francisco international airport, which was damaged by the Asiana
Airlines plane crash last Saturday, is open again. The airport has resumed normal
service after six days of delayed and canceled flights. Three Chinese teenagers were
killed and more than 180 people were injured. Read more

Boeing 787 Dreamliner blaze at Heathrow revives safety concerns
Fears over the safety of the world's newest passenger plane
have been raised further after a Boeing 787 Dreamliner
operated by Ethiopian Airlines caught fire at Heathrow
airport – and another 787 carrying British holidaymakers to
Florida returned home after a technical fault. Read more

Airport security upgrade after vandal attack
Engineers are still undertaking the painstaking task of
examining dozens of planes for any signs of damage, after a
vandal attack at a Hunter Valley airport two weeks ago.
Police have now charged two people over the incident
earlier this month at the Rutherford Aerodrome, which
included damage to a plane owned by elite racer. Read more

US, Israel hold joint airport security exercise
As part of the cooperation between Israel and the US in the field of civilian air flight, a
joint exercise in security was held this week. The exercise took place simultaneously in
both countries and involved security officials from both. Read more

$500,000 jet flight booked via iPhone app
Private jet booking service PrivateFly.com announces biggest
ever sale via iPhone for flight between Saudi Arabia and
Europe. The booking, made by a family office in Saudi Arabia,
was for a multi-leg business trip to Europe, who hired a
Boeing Business Jet for the trip. Read more

Inflight calls, Internet now on PAL flights
Passengers of Philippine Airlines can now make phone calls and
browse the internet while inflight with the installation of OnAir
cutting-edge connectivity equipment on PAL’s long-range
aircraft. Read more
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TSA To Use Electronic 'Randomizers' To Create Security Lines
Gone are the days of strategically choosing a security
line at the airport. TSA is now planning to use
electronic 'randomizers' to randomly route
passengers to a conveyor belt. Aside from the
obvious motive of creating a bias-free way of
assigning passengers to lines, the randomizer would eliminate the option for potential
terrorists to choose which line to go through. Read more

Nail bomb explodes at West Midlands mosque hour after Lee Rigby
funeral
A loud bang was heard by residents of the West
Midlands Town of Tipton near the Kanz-ul-Iman Muslim
Welfare Association Central Jamia mosque. Nails were
found at the scene and the incident happened an hour
after the funeral of murdered soldier Lee Rigby, and the
suspects in the case are believed to be Islamic
extremists. Read more

Terrorists utilize the Internet to spread hate, recruit
Terror fugitive Santoso's recent video, posted on
YouTube on Sunday, illustrates the contemporary
methods used by terrorist cells to employ cyberspace and social networking in particular - to incite hate. The
six-minute video was viewed thousands of times
before it was taken down, four days after it was
uploaded. Read more

Some radicals make heroes of Tsarnaev brothers
The suspects in the Boston Marathon bombings,
Tamerlan and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, are alleged to have
committed despicable acts of terror that shut down a
city and horrified a nation. But in the dark recesses of
radical Islamic websites around the world they are
being lionized in a propaganda campaign designed to
recruit more home-grown militants. Read more

Snowden emerges from airport hideout, seeks temporary asylum
Edward Snowden emerged from his airport hideaway Friday,
telling rights groups that he wants temporary asylum in Russia
but still hopes to travel to Latin America to avoid prosecution
by U.S. authorities. It was the world’s first glimpse of selfdeclared leaker, who has been holed up in the transit zone of
Sheremetyevo Airport since June 23. Read more

Aviation &
Maritime Training
Aviation Security for Senior
Management, Supervisors

AVSEC for front-line Security
Officers

Tactical Profiling Course

Bomb Threat Handling

Document Verification Course
(Travel documents)

Check-point Screeners Course
(x-ray)
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight

Understanding Explosives

International Ship & Port Facility
Security Code
Maritime Security Audits &
Inspections
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